The cell clone ecology hypothesis and the cell fusion model of cancer progression and metastasis: history and experimental support.
The two-stage initiation-progression model of cancer is widely accepted. Although mutations explain initiation of neoplasia, the assumption that mutations are responsible for progression of neoplasia to cancer appears to have little experimental support. The "cell clone ecology hypothesis" explains why neoplasia evolve and the "cell fusion model of cancer progression and metastasis" describes how they evolve into clinically significant tumors. A brief history of important concepts and experiments is provided. Clinically significant cancers are effectively new parasite species that live, expand and evolve within the host. It is hypothesized that survival and fate of the parasite clones called "cancer" are governed by the principles of ecology. It is argued that while mutations or aneuploidy (asexual reproduction) can result in transient/self-limiting neoplasia, neither of these asexual modes of forming new karyotypes can maintain the ecologically fit parasites that develop into clinically significant cancer. Mutations and/or unstable genomes (aneuploidy) progressively degrade cell lines and if only these mechanisms were at work, neoplasia would spontaneously become extinct or benign (enfeebled) before reaching clinical significance (an example of "Muller's ratchet"). In the cell fusion model of (clinically significant) cancer progression and metastasis, cell-cell fusion is the essential element allowing normal cells or (transient) neoplasia to evolve into clinically significant cancers. Cell-cell fusion is required for producing and sustaining clinically significant cancer because it provides a sex-like mode of reproduction essential for an ecologically fit parasite organism. Cell-cell fusion provides the opportunity needed for tumors to rejuvenate cell lines containing abnormal genomes and rapidly evolve to acquire dramatically aggressive traits such as metastasis. Indeed, metastasis appears to require cell-cell fusion. Cell-cell fusion also partially overcomes erosion of teleomeres during clone expansion and allows the essential elements of a tumorigenic genome to hide from chemotherapy as recessive traits in cells with normal phenotypes and re-emerge (by cell-cell fusion) as a new cancer after the phenotypically cancerous cells have been eradicated by classical chemotherapy. Eradication of the cancer parasite cannot be routinely achieved by classical toxic chemotherapy alone or even by chemotherapy augmented with techniques needed to overcome anti-apoptotic traits of cancer cells. Direct chemical intervention against cell-cell fusion concurrent with classical toxic chemotherapy holds a promise of preventing re-lapse of the disease. Intervention against cell-cell fusion may also directly suppress metastasis based on the model presented here. The paper also summarizes work on the cell surface glycoprotein CD44 that implicates it as a key element in cell-cell fusion and hence cancer.